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ABSTRACT
A device monitors and/or balances an ultracapacitor and/or a module comprising a plurality of ultracapacitors connected in series, the module being connectable in series or in parallel with other modules. The device comprises an electronic board comprising digital control and/or command means, such as a microcontroller, for monitoring and balancing the ultracapacitor and/or the module. The relative capacitances of the capacitors are measured, and this information is employed to determine when to carry out a controlled discharge of particular capacitors. Temperature information is also employed to determine when to carry out a controlled discharge of particular capacitors. In this way the lifetime of any particular capacitor is, desirably, extended to be no shorter than the lifetime of other longer-lived capacitors in the module.
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MAXIMIZING LIFE OF CAPACITORS IN SERIES MODULES

BACKGROUND

Capacitors, particularly ultracapacitors and supercapacitors, have in recent years come to be used in a variety of high-power applications, and in particular offer synergies when used with electrochemical cells. Capacitors used in such applications are generally deployed in series modules, each series module containing a fixed number of capacitors in series.

In a series module of capacitors, if one capacitor fails much earlier than its neighbors, then probably the module has to be taken out of service. It would be very desirable if the life of each capacitor could somehow be made to match that of the longest-lived of its neighbors.

Likewise in a system having several series modules of capacitors, if one module fails much earlier than its neighbors, then probably the failed module has to be taken out of service. It would be very desirable if the life of each module could be made to match that of the longest-lived of its neighbors.

Enormous amounts of time and effort have been expended toward such ends, with only limited success. As one example, an effort can be made to measure characteristics of such capacitors (such as the precise capacitance) and to "bin" them, that is, to group capacitors (to place them in bins) according to the measured characteristics. After the capacitors have been binned, then each module is fabricated using capacitors from a single bin. Although binning can be helpful, it does not come anywhere close to solving the problem, for a number of reasons including that later events can age one capacitor faster than another.

Large amounts of time and effort have likewise been expended toward trying to bring about similar results for electrochemical cells, with varying degrees of success. It is tempting to imagine that any approach that helps with electrochemical cells would help equally well with capacitors, and vice versa. But there are many differences between capacitors and electrochemical cells that make it impossible to assume such a thing. Cell-life models are non-identical as between electrochemical and electrostatic cells, for one thing. The relationship between the stored charge and the voltage is generally nearly linear for capacitors and is decidedly extremely nonlinear for electrochemical cells, for another.


Experience has shown that the aging of an ultracapacitor, defined or characterized by the diminution of its capacity and and by an increase of its internal resistance, is accelerated by the voltage applied at its terminals, by its temperature rise during its charge, by its ambient temperature inside the module. Stated differently, cell-life models have been developed which depend at least in part upon a history of applied voltages and upon a history of cell temperatures.

The alert reader will thus appreciate that it may be very helpful to monitor the temperature and voltage, to the extent possible, and to control, to the extent possible, the voltage load imposed upon each of the ultracapacitors. In an assembly of modules connected in series or in parallel, these factors can differ, on the one hand, between the different modules making up the assembly and, on the other hand, between the different ultracapacitors making up a particular module. It would be desirable to attempt to make the factors uniform inside of a module, and between modules, to prevent the premature aging of an ultracapacitor causing the premature aging of a module causing, in turn, the premature aging of an assembly.

Known approaches toward these ends, particularly that of controlling the voltage at the terminals of an ultracapacitor during its charge, include:

- passive balancing;
- clipping from a predetermined voltage value close to the maximum voltage specified for the ultracapacitor; and
- voltage or charge balancing of an ultracapacitor with respect to the neighboring ultracapacitors.

These last two techniques typically use analog electronic boards. One drawback of any analog electronics associated with ultracapacitors is that it typically is not capable of self-diagnosis. The more complicated the system, the greater the number of components, which implies a reduced average time between failures for the analog electronics.

It will be recalled that in a capacitor, the relationship between stored charge Q and voltage V is (within some dynamic range) very nearly linear, the coefficient being C in the equation Q=CV. We can use this equation to model a particular case where a number of ultracapacitors are in series within a module. From Kirchhoff's Law we know that in a simple charging regime, the current through each capacitor in the series string is the same, and thus charge imparted to each capacitor in the series string (being the time integral of the current) is the same. If each capacitor were to have a capacitance C identical to that of its neighbors, then at any given instant we would expect each capacitor to have very nearly the same voltage accumulated upon it.

Now let us assume for sake of discussion that one ultracapacitor within the module has come to have a capacity lower than the average capacity of the other ultracapacitors in the module. If we then assume one or more cycles of a charging current and a discharging current, then the voltage on the low-capacity cell will tend to rise higher on the charges and fall lower on the discharges.

As mentioned above it has been attempted to provide a balancing device with such a series capacitive array. The balancing device may follow a simple algorithm, for example to discharge (to some extent) any capacitor which, at a given moment, is at a higher voltage than the average for the module. The practical result is that for a particular capacitor that is of lower-than-average capacitance, it will get discharged when it is at a high voltage; likewise for a particular capacitor that is of higher-than-average capacitance, it will get discharged when it is at a low voltage. This leads to a useless energy dissipation.

Another approach that has been attempted is simply to control (and to limit) the voltage applied to the module by the circuitry that charges it up. A related but distinct approach that has likewise been attempted is simply to control (and to limit) the amount of charge applied to the module by the circuitry that charges it up. These two approaches affect all of the ultracapacitors of the module, and do not take into account any non-identical characteristics of cells in the module.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An exemplary embodiment of a system according to the invention provides an electronic board comprising digital
control and/or command means such as a microcontroller executing a program for the monitoring and/or balancing of the ultracapacitors within a module or of the modules within a system, or both. The electronics, operated as discussed hereinbelow, make it possible to implement end-of-charge protocols more adapted to voltage control at the terminals of each of the ultracapacitors and based on the circumstances of a particular ultracapacitor, rather than on the principle of raising and lowering the voltage load of the ultracapacitors by a converter. Furthermore, the microcontroller allows for making analog acquisitions, controlling an active balancing of the ultracapacitors, communicating with other modules placed in series or in parallel, memorizing defects, or even memorizing operation data enabling the creation of statistics.

According to an embodiment, the electronic board comprises several means for the analog formatting of signals originating from at least one group among the plurality of ultracapacitors comprised in the module. This provision allows for adapting the signals originating from ultracapacitors to the different components of the electronic board so they can be used. Advantageously, the ultracapacitors form groups comprising each of the ultracapacitors arranged alternately with respect to the ultracapacitors of the other groups.

One way to accomplish balancing is to use passive balancing means. Such a passive balancing means of the module may comprise a resistor connected in parallel with each of the ultracapacitors of the module. This provision makes it possible to continually have a balancing means decreasing the largest voltage disparities at the terminals of the ultracapacitors for the highest voltages, and maintaining a balancing means for very low voltages, at which the electronic board can no longer function.

Another way to accomplish balancing is to use active balancing means. Such active balancing means directs itself to reduction of the voltage charge at the terminals of each capacitor, if it is too high. In an exemplary embodiment, a dissipative device such as a resistor is arranged in series with an active switch such as a transistor, both arranged in parallel with each of the ultracapacitors of the module. The microcontroller can then control the opening and closing of each transistor. The transistor may be a power transistor, for example a bipolar transistor of the NPN type. The balancing electronics may comprise an internal supply providing power to the electronics, drawing power from the ultracapacitors of the module.

If each module has its own balancing electronics, then where several modules are involved, each balancing electronics will have communications interface, preferably with galvanic isolation such as an optocoupler, allowing for communicating with the other balancing electronics which provide the monitoring and balancing of other modules. As will be described, each balancing electronics preferably has a non-volatile data storage means, permitting the monitoring over time of the service life of the ultracapacitors and of the module.

Within a given module, during charging of the module, the microcontroller of a balancing electronics controls the discharge of smaller-capacity ultracapacitors whose voltage is greater than the average of the voltage of the module calculated at high voltage.

To learn which capacitors are of smaller capacity, any of several algorithms can be put to use. With one algorithm, measurement takes place for a particular capacitor if the voltage amplitude at its terminals is greater than a threshold lying between 0.5 and 1 V. This provision makes it possible to detect a faulty module which has the misfortune to contain an ultracapacitor that is no longer charging adequately.

In one exemplary embodiment, each capacitor has a thermistor nearby to it, connected to the control electronics. In a second exemplary embodiment, each module has a thermistor nearby to it, connected to respective control electronics.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

The invention will be described with respect to a drawing in several figures.

FIG. 1 shows, in a general manner, the wiring diagram of the different parts of a monitoring and balancing device according to the invention.

FIG. 2 gives a detail of the device of FIG. 1 dedicated to the analog conditioning of the signals originating from ultracapacitors.

FIG. 3 gives a detail of the part of the device of FIG. 1 dedicated to active balancing.

FIG. 4 shows a graph illustrating one algorithm on which the microcontroller may be based to control the charge and discharge of an ultracapacitor.

FIG. 5 shows a graph illustrating a second algorithm on which the microcontroller may be based to control the charge and discharge of an ultracapacitor.

Where possible, like reference numerals have been employed among the figures to denote like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

As shown in FIG. 1, a device 1 for monitoring and balancing a module 4 comprising a plurality of ultracapacitors 3 connected in series comprises an electronic board 2 (in dotted lines in the drawing).

This electronic board 2 comprises a microcontroller 5 supplied by an internal supply 6 providing the power supply necessary to the operating of the different components of the electronic board 2 by taking the supply power directly from the ultracapacitors 3 of the module 4.

The power consumption of this internal supply 6 is very small in order to discharge the ultracapacitors 3 as little as possible. The electronics board 2 may draw power from an external supply (omitted for clarity in FIG. 1), but in the absence of such external power, the electronic board 2 is thus mainly adapted to function only in cases where the ultracapacitors 3 have been charged at least beyond some threshold level.

The electronic board further comprises data storage means 9 connected to the microcontroller 5.

A thermistor 7 connected to the electronic board 2 is arranged in the vicinity of the module 4 to monitor its temperature. The signal originating from this thermistor 7 is formatted and connected to the AN2 input (an analog input) of the microcontroller 5.

The electronic board 2 comprises several parts having distinct functions:

- a first part 10 carrying out the multiplexing and the analog formatting of the signals originating from each of the ultracapacitors 3 of the module 4;
- a second part 20 carrying out the passive balancing of the ultracapacitors 3, and
- a third part 30 carrying out the active balancing of the ultracapacitors.

First part 10. The first part 10 is detailed in FIG. 2. Its purpose is to format the signals originating from each ultracapacitor 3 in order to measure the voltage at its terminals, as will now be described.
For simplicity of description we assume an even number of capacitors 3, and we denote them as “odd” and “even” along the series string of capacitors.

Starting from a first group 11 of ultracapacitors 3 constituted by all the even ultracapacitors 3 of the module 4, a transistor QP1 in series with a resistor RP1 of a first ultracapacitor 3 of the first group 11 is directed toward a measurement line 101 referred to as “even” such as the entire assembly of transistors QP2x and resistor RP2x of the ultracapacitors 3 of the first group 11.

Similarly, starting from a second group 12 of ultracapacitors 3 constituted by all the odd ultracapacitors 3 of module 4, a transistor QP2 in series with a resistor RII of a first ultracapacitor 3 of the second group 12 is directed toward a measurement line 102 referred to as “odd”, such as all the transistors QII2x+1 and resistor RII2x+1 of the ultracapacitors 3 of the second group 12.

For the “even” and “odd” measurement lines 101 and 102 to be representative of the voltage at the terminals of the ultracapacitors 3, respectively even and odd, transistors QP2 and QII2 are arranged, on the one hand to enable a differential measurement of voltage with the mass and, on the other hand, to communicate respectively with the transistors QP1 and QII.

The base of the transistors QP2 and QII2 is connected to the microcontroller 5 which thus controls the measuring of voltage at the terminals of each ultracapacitor 3.

Each of the voltages originating from the “even” and “odd” measurement lines is buffered respectively by operational amplifiers A1 and A2 mounted as inverting amplifiers with an amplification ratio respectively proportional to the ratio R1/RP1 and R2/RII.

The output of the operational amplifier A1 is then connected to an input S1 of a first analog multiplexer M1 and to an input S2 of a second analog multiplexer M2. Similarly, the output of the operational amplifier A2 is connected to an input S2 of the first analog multiplexer M1 and to an input S1 of the second analog multiplexer M2. Each multiplexer M1, M2 has an input C connected to an input C of the other multiplexer M1, M2. These two inputs C are connected to an output of the microcontroller 5 which allows for the reversal of polarity of the output voltages of the amplifiers A1 and A2 to be selected through a logic output signal 1/O.

Therefore, for a logic signal equal to 0 at the inputs C of the two analog multiplexers M1 and M2, the output signal D of the analog multiplexer M1 is equal to the output signal A1 whereas the output signal D of the analog multiplexer M2 is equal to the output signal A2. Conversely, for a logic signal equal to 1 at the inputs C of the two analog multiplexers M1 and M2, the output signal D of the analog multiplexer M1 is equal to the output signal A2 whereas the output signal D of the analog multiplexer M2 is equal to the output signal A1.

The two output signals D of the two analog multiplexers M1 and M2 are then compared by means of an operational amplifier A3 configured as a subtractor. The output voltage of this subtractor is proportional to the difference of the signals originating from the analog multiplexer M1 and originating from the analog multiplexer M2.

This output voltage is representative of the voltage difference at the terminals of the ultracapacitors 3 existing at time t between the “even” ultracapacitors 3 and the “odd” ultracapacitors 3. This voltage is sent toward an A/D converter which sends the digitized signal back to the input AN1 of the microcontroller 5.

The values of these digital signals can be stored in the storage means 9 to be used later, particularly by the creation of statistics on the charge voltage swings of the two groups of ultracapacitors 3.

The voltage measure of the ultracapacitors can reach levels neighboring in the hundreds of volts whereas the components A1, A2, A3, M1, and M2 are conventionally supplied with voltages between ±5V and ±15V.

Therefore, the attenuation ratios R1/RP1 and R2/RII are chosen to stay in this operational zone. The amplification ratios R5/R3 and R6/R4 reinstate the measuring scale of the ultracapacitors 3 at the output of the operational amplifier A3.

Second part 20. The second part 20 consists of arranging a resistor RPK in parallel with each ultracapacitor 3. This resistor is selected to be a very high resistance, so that the ultracapacitor 3 discharges only very slowly through this resistor RPK. In this way, even if the capacitors 3 are “run down”, meaning that they do not carry a voltage high enough to power the electronics 10, 30, still some balancing can be carried out.

Third part 30. The third part is detailed in FIG. 3. This part relates to the active balancing between ultracapacitors SGK based on the principle of discharge of the ultracapacitors 3 by a resistor RGK.

In an exemplary embodiment this resistor RGK has a value of 5Ω and is switched in parallel an ultracapacitor 3 by a power transistor QK of the NPN type configured as a switch.

The base current for the control of the transistor QK is taken directly from the ultracapacitor 3 determined by means of another transistor QK2, the latter being controlled by a third transistor QK3 controlled by a digital output signal VCK originating from the microcontroller 5.

The command originating from the microcontroller 5 is transformed into current IK controlled by QK3 and RGK. This current IK has a small value so as to not interfere with the ultracapacitors 3 that are not intended to be affected by the discharge resulting from the active balancing.

Each ultracapacitor 3 can thus be individually discharged by being shunted with a resistor RGK as a consequence of the sending of a logic signal VCK coming from the microcontroller 5.

In this way, the charge voltage of an ultracapacitor 3 having a voltage greater than that of the other ultracapacitors 3 of the same module may be discharged in order to carry out an intra-module balancing.

Typically there will be not one module but several modules, in various series or parallel or series/parallel connections. The microcontroller 5 of a module 4 communicates with another module connected in series or in parallel with the module 4 by means of the optocoupler 8 which allows for a galvanic isolation of the communication between modules.

The microcontroller 5 may thus take into account the voltage at the terminals of an adjacent module which is communicated to it, so as to balance the voltage at the terminals of the module 4 as compared with the voltage of the adjacent module.

A lower charge voltage measured at the terminals of another module thus causes the charge voltage at the terminals of module 4 to be lowered by means of the command of the microcontroller 5 of the electronic board 2 of the module 4. In this way, the voltage of the series string of ultracapacitors 3 of module 4 may be lowered in order to carry out an inter-module balancing.

This permits balancing of the ultracapacitors 3 between each other inside the module 4, and permits balancing the modules between each other.

Typical modules may have have strings of anywhere from 6 to 32 ultracapacitors 3 connected in series.
Measurement of relative capacitances. The device 1 as described above, keeps track of which capacitors have smaller capacitance and which have greater capacitance, and it discharges only the capacitors having smaller capacitance, doing so only when such capacitors are at (or are approaching) high voltage. It does so independent of where the module is in a voltage charge/discharge cycle. The dissipated energy is thus no greater than that which is strictly necessary to carry out the balancing.

The alert reader will, however, appreciate that for this type of balancing, it is necessary to know the relative capacitance of each ultracapacitor 3 of the module 4 as compared with its neighbors in the series string of cells.

Two distinct algorithms will now be discussed, each of which is thought to be helpful toward a goal of working out the relative capacitances.

A first algorithm. A first algorithm for estimating this relative capacity of each of the cells is based on an analysis of the of the voltages at the terminals of each ultracapacitor 3, at various times.

FIG. 4 shows the measured voltage at the terminals of a module 4 (here denoted $V_{\text{MODULE}}$ on the vertical axis) over the time of a charge and discharge cycle (sometimes called a life cycle), the flow of time portrayed on the horizontal axis.

The acquisition of the voltage of the module 4 is carried out at a frequency comprised between 10 Hz and 100 Hz. By this is meant that sampling takes place between ten times per second and one hundred times per second.

Such sampling having taken place, $\Delta V_i$ and the slope $\Delta V_i/\Delta t_i$ are calculated. At times when this ratio is positive, this means that the module 4 is being charged, and at times when this ratio is negative, this means that the module 4 is being discharged.

A cycle of charge or discharge is validated for the measurement of the capacity if, and only if:

$$\Delta V_i/\Delta t_i = RI$$

$RI$ being a constant calculated from the total capacity of the module 4 and which corresponds to a current level that is sufficiently low to obtain a reliable measurement, and

the voltage amplitude of the cycle is greater than a threshold comprised between 0.5 and 1V per ultracapacitor 3.

Under these conditions, the relative capacity of each of the ultracapacitors 3 of a particular module 4 is calculated by the formula:

$$C_{\text{relative}} = \frac{\Delta V_i}{\Delta t_i R I_{\text{module}}}$$

A second algorithm drawing upon measured relative capacitances. In another embodiment of the invention, an estimate is arrived at of the respective relative capacitance of each capacitor by means of measurements of voltages at each of the capacitors. A first capacitor in the series module is identified as having an estimated relative capacitance smaller than the estimated relative capacitance of a second capacitor in the series module. The first capacitor is caused to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor. It is hoped that the service life of the smaller-capacitance capacitor may be extended thereby. As in other examples herein, the capacitors may be ultracapacitors.

One way to achieve the result of causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor can be connecting a resistor to the first capacitor for some duration, thereby reducing the charge of the first capacitor.

It may be helpful to explain how an estimate of the respective relative capacity of each capacitor may be arrived at. In an exemplary sequence of steps, this is done by means of measurements of voltages at each of the capacitors and in particular is done by carrying out a multiplicity of relative capacity measurements and averaging the relative capacity measurements.

A relative capacity measurement may be carried out by performing the steps of:

at a first time when the current passing through the module is at a value smaller than a first predetermined threshold, measuring the respective voltage at each of the capacitors, thereby defining a sum of the voltages representing a voltage across the series module; at a second time, after the first time, the current passing through the module has exceeded the first predetermined threshold and has later dropped to a value smaller than the first predetermined threshold, again measuring the respective voltage at each of the capacitors, thereby again defining a sum of the voltages representing a voltage across the series module; for each capacitor, a difference between the respective voltage at the first time and the respective voltage at the second time defining a respective voltage change; for the series array, a difference between voltage across the series module at the first time and the voltage across the series module at the second time defining a respective voltage change for the series module; for each capacitor, a ratio of its respective voltage change to the voltage change in the series module defining the relative capacitance measurement.

It is thought preferable to avoid carrying out the activity of causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor at times when measurements of voltages take place. Stated differently, it is thought preferable to avoid carrying out the measurements of voltages at times when the step of causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor is taking place. In plainer language, it is thought preferable to avoid sampling when balancing is taking place, or to avoid balancing when sampling is taking place.

It may be helpful to explain why the voltage measurements are carried out during times when the current through the series array is relatively small. The insight is that the capacitors each have an internal resistance. If the current were high at the time of voltage measurements, then the IR drop across the internal resistances would throw off the voltage readings. So it is thought preferable to carry the voltage measurements at times when currents are relatively small.

So far as this algorithm is concerned, it will be appreciated that one way to accomplish the voltage measurements is by using a multiplexer (the role of some of the circuitry in box 10 in FIG. 1) to selectively connect each of the capacitors, one by one, to analog circuitry such as is shown in FIG. 2 which in turn passes to an analog-to-digital input ANI in FIG. 1.

Turning now to FIG. 5, this algorithm will be described pictorially.

A top vertical axis describes the voltage across an entire module (measuring the voltage across a series string of capacitors).

A lower vertical axis describes the current through the module during charge or discharge.
A horizontal axis shows the passage of time, through a charging interval and later through a discharge interval.

It will be appreciated that because the storage is in capacitors, whose voltage over a considerable range is linearly related to stored charge, then the lower curve (current) is roughly a first time derivative of the upper curve (voltage). Saying the same thing differently, the upper curve (voltage) is roughly an integral or "area under the curve" as to the lower curve (current).

On the lower vertical axis, there is shown a predetermined threshold for currents that are relatively small, slightly above or below a zero current. This interval relates to the just-mentioned situation namely that it is desired to carry out the voltage readings at times when the IR drops within the capacitors are relatively small.

The circled region at the upper curve (expanded for clarity) shows a delta-V measurement taken at a time when the current through the module is relatively small (as shown on the lower curve). This delta-V value (over a time interval delta-t) is measured for a particular cell in the series array of cells. Importantly, very soon before or after (or both), similar delta-V values are measured for the other cells in the series array of cells. These delta-V values are summed to arrive at a total voltage across the entire series array.

In an exemplary apparatus, each cell voltage measurement will take 150 microseconds. With a typical series string of cells of (say) 18 cells, this means that the 18 measurements can be accomplished in around 3 milliseconds.

Relative capacitance measurement can be discussed in greater detail. It will be appreciated that reduced to its essence, the calculation is based on a variation of voltage at the terminals of the module, compared to the cell voltage.

For cell n in the module, assuming for example 17 cells in the module, then the relative capacitance $C_n$ (expressed as a percentage of the average capacitance of all of the cells) is

$$C_n = \frac{\Delta V_{\text{module}}}{\Delta V_n}$$

where $V_{\text{module}}$ is the voltage at the terminals of the module, and $V_n$ is the cell voltage for cell n.

To obtain a valid voltage measurement, we apply the following criteria:

$$\Delta V_{\text{module}} > 0.5V \times 17 = 8.5V$$

$$V_{\text{module}} < 7 A$$

The first criterion is motivated by the goal that each cell will have changed its voltage by at least half a volt. Again assuming 17 cells per module, this means that the $\Delta V$ for the module will have exceeded 8.5 volts.

The second criterion is motivated by the goal that at the time of voltage sampling, the (absolute value of) current through the module will not have exceeded 7 Amperes.

Assuming a capacitance of each capacitor of 176 Farads, and assuming a time interval $\Delta t$ of 1 second, then the measurement of current $< 7 A$ means that $\Delta V_{\text{module}} < 40$ mV.

It will be appreciated that one of the inputs to the relative-capacitance calculation can be the total voltage across the string. This raises the question whether it is required that the apparatus include some means for measuring the entire voltage across the entire string. While it would be possible to set up the apparatus to measure the voltage across the entire string separately, it should be more than adequate simply to add up the voltages across the individual cells to arrive at the voltage across the entire string.

The algorithm is described with respect to the relative capacitance of each of the capacitors in the string. It will be appreciated that this (more relative capacitance) is more than enough to permit choosing which capacitors to "bleed" so as to reduce the risk of being charged to too-high a voltage. Having said this, in some apparatus an accurate current measurement may also be available, measuring the current through the string. If so, then coulometry may be possible. This, together with accurate voltage measurements, will permit measuring or at least estimating the actual (or "absolute") capacitances of the various capacitors in the string. In that event the absolute capacitances can likewise be employed to permit choosing which capacitors to "bleed" so as to reduce the risk of being charged to too-high a voltage. If this is done, it will be appreciated that the relative values of two absolute capacitances can be understood to provide relative capacitances and the procedures just described can be carried out mutatis mutandis, thereby providing the same life-extending benefits for particular capacitors.

Still another approach for extending life of a module becomes possible if a reliable current sensor is available for the module. This approach draws upon a service-life model that assumes that high current through a module may degrade its service life. Assuming this model, then the protective step is to lower or limit the voltage across the module (across the series string of capacitors) whenever possible at times when high currents (currents exceeding some threshold) are detected.

A more sophisticated variant of this approach is to define a space of currents and voltages, and to lower or limit the voltage across the module when any of particular combinations of current and voltage are encountered.

Temperature measurements and extending lives of cells. In another embodiment of the invention, the temperature of each capacitor in a series module is measured. A first capacitor in the series module is identified having a temperature higher than the temperature of a second capacitor in the series module. The first capacitor is caused to be charged to a respective voltage lower than the respective voltage of the second capacitor. As mentioned above one way to do this is by connecting a resistor to the first capacitor for some duration, thereby reducing the voltage of the first capacitor. As in other examples herein, the capacitors may be ultracapacitors. It is hoped that the service life of the warmer capacitor may be extended thereby.

A variant of this approach is applied to a plurality of series modules of capacitors, each module having a respective temperature. The temperature of each module is measured. A first module is identified having a temperature higher than the temperature of a second module. The first module is caused to be charged to a respective voltage lower than the respective voltage of the second module. This might be accomplished by connecting a resistor to the first module for some duration, thereby reducing the voltage of the first module. More elegantly, this may be accomplished by applying a smaller charging current to the first module than to the second module, or by applying a charging current to the first module for a shorter duration than to the second module. As in other examples herein, the capacitors may be ultracapacitors. It is hoped that the service life of the warmer module may be extended thereby.

The alert reader, having read the present document, will have no difficulty devising myriad obvious improvements and variations of the invention, all of which are intended to be encompassed within the claims which follow.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for use in a series module of capacitors, each capacitor having a respective relative capacitance, each capacitor at a particular moment having a respective charge,
each capacitor at a particular moment having a respective voltage, the method comprising:

arriving at an estimate of the respective relative capacitance of each capacitor by measuring voltages at each of the capacitors;

identifying a first capacitor in the series module having an estimated relative capacitance smaller than the estimated relative capacitance of a second capacitor in the series module; and

causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor comprises connecting a resistor to the first capacitor for some duration, thereby reducing the charge of the first capacitor.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the capacitors are ultracapacitors.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the series module at a particular moment has a respective current passing through, the respective current at various times defining positive, negative, and zero values, and arriving at an estimate of the respective relative capacitance of each capacitor by measuring voltages at each of the capacitors comprises carrying out a multiplicity of relative capacity measurements and averaging the relative capacity measurements, each relative capacity measurement comprises:

at a first time when the current passing through the series module is at a value smaller than a first predetermined threshold, measuring the respective voltage at each of the capacitors, thereby defining a sum of the voltages representing a voltage across the series module;

at a second time, after the current passing through the series module has exceeded the first predetermined threshold and has later dropped to a value smaller than the first predetermined threshold, again measuring the respective voltage at each of the capacitors, thereby again defining a sum of the voltages representing a voltage across the series module;

for each capacitor, a difference between the respective voltage at the first time and the respective voltage at the second time defining a respective voltage change;

for the series module, a difference between voltage across the series module at the first time and the voltage across the series module at the second time defining a respective voltage change for the series module;

for each capacitor, a ratio of its respective voltage change to the voltage change in the series module defining the each relative capacity measurement.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor is not performed at any of the times when measurements of voltages take place.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the measurements of voltages take place only at times when the first capacitor is not caused to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor.

7. An apparatus for use with a series module of capacitors, each capacitor having a respective relative capacitance, each capacitor at a particular moment having a respective charge,

means for arriving at an estimate of the respective relative capacitance of each capacitor by measuring voltages at each of the capacitors;

means for identifying a first capacitor in the series module having an estimated relative capacitance smaller than the estimated relative capacitance of a second capacitor in the series module; and

means for causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor.

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the means for causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor comprises a resistor selectively connectable to the first capacitor, thereby reducing the charge of the first capacitor.

9. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the capacitors are ultracapacitors.

10. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the series module at a particular moment has a respective current passing through, the respective current at various times defining positive, negative, and zero values, the means for arriving at an estimate of the respective relative capacitance of each capacitor by measuring voltages at each of the capacitors comprises means for carrying out a multiplicity of relative capacity measurements and averaging the relative capacity measurements, each relative capacity measurement comprises:

at a first time when the current passing through the series module is at a value smaller than a first predetermined threshold, measuring the respective voltage at each of the capacitors, thereby defining a sum of the voltages representing a voltage across the series module;

at a second time, after the current passing through the series module has exceeded the first predetermined threshold and has later dropped to a value smaller than the first predetermined threshold, again measuring the respective voltage at each of the capacitors, thereby again defining a sum of the voltages representing a voltage across the series module;

for each capacitor, a difference between the respective voltage at the first time and the respective voltage at the second time defining a respective voltage change;

for the series module, a difference between voltage across the series module at the first time and the voltage across the series module at the second time defining a respective voltage change for the series module;

for each capacitor, a ratio of its respective voltage change to the voltage change in the series module defining the each relative capacity measurement.

11. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the means for causing does not cause the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor at any time when the measuring voltages take place.

12. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the means for arriving measures the voltages at times when the means for causing is not causing the first capacitor to be charged to a respective level of charge lower than the respective level of charge of the second capacitor.

* * * * *
It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

In the Claims

In column 11 at line 13, In Claim 2, after “wherein” delete “of”.
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